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Ohio. She was educated at Miss Hayden's School and
the Cleveland Female Seminary, completing her for-
mal education in New York at Madame Chegaray's
boarding school, from which she graduated at the
head of her class in 1858 Unlike such New England
contemporaries as Sarah Orne JEWETT or Mary
Wilkins FREEMAN, Woolson traveled often; conse-
quently, New England, the Midwest, the South, and
Europe figure in her work In Florence, Woolson met
Henry JAMES, who became a close friend and signifi-
cant literary influence.

Although Woolson's novels were written in Europe
Anne is set on Michigan's Mackinaw Island and in
New York, and depicts the outsider who moves into a
multiethnic community and becomes engaged to the
wrong man This early novel demonstrates Woolson's
penchant for psychological analysis, as does FOI' the
Major, the first of her novels to take place in the
Amencan South. Madame Carroll, who needs a stable
home, subsumes her identity in order to make her
marriage to the much older major succeed. In East
Angels, Margaret Harold struggles unsuccessfully with
her husband's philandering; she cannot bring herself
to break up her marriage to be with the man whom
she ardently loves. The Florida setting features char-
acters of New England, Cuban, or Spanish heritage.
Woolson'::, final novel, Jupiter Lights, is a singularly
penetrating analysis of the dismal effects of child and
wife abuse.

Woolson's life ended at age 54 when she fell from

her Venetian apartment window WheLher she commit-
ted suicide remains unresolved, but Henry james was
so convinced of it that he refused to attend her funeral.
Buried in the Protestant Cemetery in Rome, Woolson is
receiving an increasing amount of scholarly attention
and is gradually appearing on American-literature
course syllabi. The largest collection of her papers is
held at the Western Reserve Historical Society in
Cleveland, Ohio

NOVELS AND NOVELLAS
Anne. New York: Harper, 1882
East Angels. New York Harper, 1886

For the Major New York: Harper, 1883
Horace Chase. New York Harper, 1894.

Jupiter lights New York Harper, 1889.
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WORLD ACCORDING TO GARP, THE
JOHN IRVING (1976) The World According to Garp,
published in 1976, brought john IRVING out of the
arena of critically acclaimed but lackluster-selling fic-
tion to critically acclaimed and best-selling fiction, an
arena the East Coast-based author has yet to leave.
Carp won an American Book Award for best paperback
novel, and in 1983 director George Roy Hill brought
Carps unique world to the silver screen Many of Irv-

ing's other novels have graced movie theaters, among
them The HOTEL NEW HAMPSJ-lIRE, A PRAYER FOI~ OWEN

MEANY(released under the title Simon Birch), and most
recently The CioEH HOUSE RULES, for which Irving won
a best-adapted screenplay Oscar. While his other work
cannot be dismissed, it is Garp that resonates as Irv-
ing's masterpiece.

Some readers may find Carps plot elements absurd
Carps conception when Jenny Fields has sex with one
of her brain-damaged patients, the World War Il ball
turret gunner Technical Sergeant Garp; Carps WIfe
Helen Holm castrating her graduate student Michael
Milton during an act of fellatio; and the transsexual
Roberta Muldoon being a former tight end for the
Philadelphia Eagles But through his prose, Irving mas-
tel-fully points out the obvious-that life is absurd, full
of drama as well as humor The cliche that an event so
weird would not be believed in a work of fiction does
not occur here because Irving fleshes out each of his
characters and presents these events so true that they
cannot be dismissed. As critics Carol C Harter and
James R Thompson note in their book on Irving, this
1S .. a novel whose voice, structure, and vision define
it as a unique expression of 'true' (as opposed to 'real')



human experience" (74) It should be no surprise that
Donald Whitcomb, the author of Garps biography,
entitles his work Lunacy and Sorrow: The Life and Art oj
IS. Carp.

The realization that, no matter how hard people try,
life cannot be controlled can be a hard one to grasp,
even when the unplanned repeatedly appears on their
doorstep. Garps life and death demonstrate this Even
when he tries to apologize to the Ellen jamesians for
his multitude of angry letters, he still meets his death
at the hands of Ellen jamesian Pooh Percy-the sister
of Cushie Percy, whom he lost his virginity to at the
novel's start. Pooh now belongs to this sect of women
who cut off their own tongues in solidarity of the liule
raped girl Ellen james Pooh associates Cushies own
death to " .. Carps adolescent lust for her sister.
(Campbell, 73). Despite Carp's own effort to control
the anger he created toward him within this sect, Pooh
nonetheless assassinates him, still tying in the absurd
thought of her sisters death to a teenage romp. With
writing being one of the novel's crucial elements, Irv-
ing shows that his characters' only sense of control is
within their own literary creations.

The journey toward maturity plays a huge role in
Carp, as is the journey Garp and jenny take to Vienna
to concentrate on and nurture their own writing. As
scholar josie P Campbell notes in her own criticism of
Irving and his work, "It is a plot of becoming [authors
emphasis]" (9) Campbell notices" .. the protagonists
of Irving's novels demonstratling] growth. They are, to
be sure, characters who bumble and fumble their way
through life, but they are much more than a bundle of
mechanical gestures" (Ll ). By constructing certain
works of fiction during crucial periods of his life, Garp
grows as a writer and a person, most notably with his
novel The World According to Bensenhavel; written after
the death of his son Walt.

Perhaps the strongest prevailing theme is Irving's
take on gender roles throughout Carp. While Carps
mother, jenny, rejects the label "feminist" attached [0

her, jenny's actions and the writing of Sexual Suspect
demonstrates the contrary Irving's novel begins in the
'40s, a time when women's independent thoughts and
actions were not believed acceptable Despite this
social norm and the bemoaning of her parents, jenny
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Fields remain true to herself, even deciding to have a
child out of wedlock, so she is not tied to a husband
the rest of her life. And Garp himself rejects the typical
role of adult son and husband by letting jenny and
Helen support him financially while he concentrates
on his own writing Women playa central role in Irv-
ing's novel, whether it is the strong jenny, " the
independent Roberta Muldoon the little girl he
'saves' after she is raped in the park ... Ellen james.
[his] own lust for baby-sitters .. " (81) At the end of
Carp, Garps son Duncan, obviously without any prej-
udice, marries a transsexual, with Irving calling it
"[ajnother gift to Duncan's life from Roberta Muldoon!"
(604-605) Irving seems to question the labels
attached to men and women He brings in the nip-
napped gender role of Carps own life as well as lermys
and Helen's, adding Carps friendship with the former
jock and transsexual Roberta and Duncans decision to
marry a transsexual for the ultimate effect

Whereas in other works of fiction women are penal-
ized for their sexual desires, in Garp it is the men who
meet this fate, most notably Michael Milton. In addi-
tion to the accident that cost Duncan his eye, Walt his
life, and Garp his speech, Milton loses his penis. Like
the soldier that jenny injures at the beginning of the
novel and Carps death toward the novel's conclusion,
Milton in a way is punished for his libidinousness.
When Garp writes The World According 10 Bensenhaver,
he has the raped character of Hope stab the rapist with
the rapist's own fisherman's blade.

Family stands at the Carps forefront. In addition to
his biological family of Jenny Fields and the one pro-
duced by his marriage to Helen, of whom he has two
sons, Duncan and Walt, and a daughter named after
jenny, there are the characters with whom Garp has no
blood or civil union. This other family includes
Roberta, Ellen James, and Garps agent, john Wolf,
who mirrors jenny's role as nurturer and protector. But
in this case, Wolf nurtures Garp as a writer. In fact the
name Wolf harkens back to Carps own description of
jenny as " .. a lone wolf" (2).

The Grim Reaper can be called an additional char-
acter in Carp. In addition to assassination, the act that
took Jenny and Garp, cancer takes the lives of a major-
ity of the characters, notably the Vienna prostitute
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Charlotte, Garps daughter, Jenny, and John Wolf. A
last chapter entitled "Life After Garp" accounts the lives
and deaths of the rest of the characters Garp fore-
shadows his own death in chapter 2 "Blood and Blue":
" 'Like my father,' Garp wrote, 'I believe I have a knack
for brevity. I'm a one-shot man' " (33) Walt calls the
undertow at Dog's Head the "Under Toad," a childishly
erroneous phrase that the novel repeats throughout in
terms of the death and tragedy stalking the characters.
Having death so prominent in the novel is another plot
element that adds reality and relates back to control
and absurdity.

The World According Lo Carp's complexity touches on
specific thoughts and moments within the individual
reader. While the last line of the novel states". . we
are all terminal cases" (609), the depth of Irvings writ-
ing in Carp proves that powerful literature can stave off
the inevitable.
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WORLD ENOUGH AND TIME ROBERT
PENN WARREN (1950) No single work better
reveals Robert Penn WARRENSpurposes than World
EnoLlgh and Time, which appeared in 1950 in the mid-
dle of his career Subtitled A Romantic Novel, Warren's
fiction re-creates the historical case of the "Kentucky
Tragedy," a sensational story of love and jealousy, then
of murder and suicide, earlier taken as a literary sub-
ject by 19th-century Southern writers including
William Gilmore Simms and Edgar Allan POE. How-
ever, Warren chooses Nathaniel HAWTHORNE as his
model, especially in terms of The Scarlet Letter, pub-
lished just a century earlier, in 1850. As in
Hawthorne's "The Customs House" preface, Warren's
own voice seems to discuss the documents that present
this tragic story of love and death that follows, but his

narrative voice takes a detached, realistic view of the
romantic tale told by its 19th-century protagonist.

Warren's long and complex novel for the most part
stays close to its historical sources, in particular the
autobiographical justification penned by its narrator,
here called Jeremiah Beaumont. Warren invents some
of young jerrys development, including the early
death of his father, which leaves him to find his own
way in the world. As in many of Warren's works, the
search for a father surrogate preoccupies his central
character until he finally realizes his own psychic self-
hood, often by becom ing a father himself. Jerry's most
important father figure is his employer, Colonel Cas-
sius Fort, a successful lawyer, politician, and specula-
tor on the Kentucky froruier in the early decades of the
19th century When Wilkie Barron, another protege of
the colonel's, reveals that their mentor seduced and
impregnated a fatherless local beauty, Rachel Jordan,
Jerry rejects Fort and courts Rachel in an act of roman-
tic rebellion

This personal story is paralleled by a complicated
political plot, one again drawn realistically from the
documents of the 1820s Alter the national financial
panic of 1819, the populist Kentucky legislature
enacted a number of "Relief" measures to protect
debtors from foreclosure, and Warren uses the reaction
of an "Anti-Relief" party to depict the historical tension
between liberal and conservative impulses throughout
our history. Personal and political factors were closely
intertwined in the historical sources, and Warren
makes them even more symbolic by showing Colonel
Fort a turncoat, deserting his theoretical support for
Relief for the practical advantages of Anti-Relief. Jerry
has moved in the opposite direction, encouraged by
the equally romantic Rachel, whose farm has been
saved by Relief laws. Finally, she brings Jerry to the
grave of her stillborn baby and promises to become his
beloved and his wife if he will kill the colonel in an act
of personal and political revenge

The pragmatic Fan refuses a duel, and Jerry con-
siders his debt of honor paid to Rachel, who then mar-
ries him and soon carries his child Jerry thus
discovers his psychological selfhood by settling down
as a successful country squire. In a subsequent poliu-
cal campaign, the colonel seems to refute charges of


